Developmental changes in transcription factors associated with the nuclear matrix of chicken erythrocytes.
The nuclear matrix has roles in organizing nuclear DNA and in controlling transcription. Transcription factors are associated with the nuclear matrix, with the spectra of transcription factors differing from one cell type to another. In this study we identified the transcription factors and enzymes functioning in the regulation of gene expression that were associated with nuclear matrix and nonmatrix nuclear fractions in erythrocytes isolated from chick embryos at different stages of development, anemic and normal adult birds. We found that the primitive erythroid nuclear matrix had the greatest histone deacetylase activity and highest levels of several transcription factors, including GATA-1, CACCC-binding proteins, and NF1. These transcription factors have key roles in erythroid-specific gene expression. The levels of these transcription factors were lower in the nonmatrix and matrix fractions isolated from definitive erythrocytes. For primitive and definitive erythrocytes, the level of CACCC-binding proteins in the nuclear matrix fraction was greater than that of Sp1. The relative levels of these transcription factors were reversed in the nonmatrix fraction. Casein kinase II was not found in erythroid nuclear matrices. The observed erythroid lineage specific alterations in erythroid nuclear matrix transcription factor composition and abundance may be involved in erythroid-specific gene expression.